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Kindergarten/1st Grade
Our new kindergarten and first grade students began the year with selfportraits. They continued with a look at winter weather and the states
of matter. Next, a celebration of ‘100 days of School’ kicked off with
patterns and comparisons. The students compared centipedes to
earthworms. It was discovered that centipedes do not really have one
hundred legs, it just looks like they do. We ended the month with an
introduction to creepy crawlies. Bugs, Bugs, Bugs!
One group of first graders have been working very hard to become
detectives. The students have been introduced to Dudley the Detective
and his cast of characters in Crystal Pond Woods. Students are learning
deductive reasoning and how to use clues to find one, and only one,
right answer to solve challenges. Students are also learning about the
elements of art and have been introduced to Paul Klee.
Students have started their Lego unit with a lot of excitement. They
completed a STEM challenge to design and build a Lego Marble Maze.
They observed primary sources and had a discussion telling what they
noticed and wondered when comparing the original founder of Lego
with the current CEO. They created Lego creatures and described them
with character traits. That Lego creature will soon become the main
character in their narrative story. Students also used Google Maps to
take their own virtual tour and walk around the city of Billund,
Denmark where Legos were originally created.

2nd Grade

Our second grade students are on their way to becoming
Doctors of Science. Our students have entered the Program
Challenge Mad Science Training Academy. On their first day
once students took the Program Challenge Oath, they were
presented with their white lab coats. Students also completed an
application and were given authentic name badges. Each week
students will participate in various science activities to help them
earn their doctorate of science degree.

3rd Grade
Third grade students began the new year with an introduction to
anatomy. They learned that anatomy is the study of the systems of
the body. The systems all work together to keep the body working
like a machine. The digestive system, the respiratory system, and the
circulatory system were explored. Students are looking for
connections between the systems.
In the Zoology unit, students are learning many new vocabulary
words related to the classification of animals. We are learning that
animals can be classified by their type, their diet, and when they are
active, among other things. Students will use this new information as
they research and become an expert on their chosen animal. A new
enrichment item will be designed and created for each animal that
would help it thrive in its environment.

4th/5th Grade

Students in the Innovations unit have been working on team building
skills. Each week, students are presented with a different challenge in
which they have to work together to solve. Students are also learning
about podcasts and will create their own podcast.
The students in the Makey Makey unit are learning that conductive
items can be smashed together with coding programs to make several
new inventions. They will use their knowledge of conductivity and
closed circuits to make talking posters and working pianos out of
PlayDoh and aluminum foil.
Students in Keeping It Current explored potential and kinetic energy
and how it relates to roller coasters. They created a marble roller coaster
to apply what they learned. They researched some famous coders, like
Grace Hopper, and discovered that many times it takes perseverance to
reach goals. The students practiced coding in a game. Students explored
traits of octopus and squid that make these cephalopods amazing!
Students are studying Marine Biology. They have learned about the
ocean zones and the characteristics of fish. They are studying sharks and
creating an information book about sharks. Students are using their
strategic skills to learn to play chess.
Students are diving deep in the vocabulary for another Marine Biology
unit. Various vocabulary activities are incorporated into the lessons each
day. They have used map skills to identify oceans, seas, gulfs and bays
around the world. Students are making connections and are more aware
of the water that is available on earth.

